Spring 2021

Welcome Back, Dancers!
Last fall, HARID’s faculty and staff held on to the hope that the school might be
able to reopen for the second semester. When the pandemic-related conditions
went from bad to worse in December and January, that hope—out of necessity—
was abandoned.
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In March, however, it was determined that a partial reopening for the fourth
academic quarter could be successful. Since the oldest students, our juniors and
seniors, are closest to completing their studies, they became our priority for instudio training. As a result, the twelve students in our senior-women’s and seniormen’s ballet classes were invited to return to the campus at the end of March.
They were required to quarantine at home and be tested prior to travelling to
HARID. And, upon their arrival, they were quarantined again and retested before
classes commenced on March 29. We are delighted to have the dancers back!
(Our younger students have not been forgotten; they continue to receive virtual
training each day.)
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To help protect the health and well-being of the students who have returned to
campus, HARID has been fortunate to retain Marie McMillian, CCRN, RN, ACLS, BLS,
as an on-call nurse. We are delighted and relieved, knowing that Ms. McMillian—
who has thirty years of experience working at Boca Raton Regional Hospital—will
be available to help, should any of the dancers become ill.
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Accreditation Achieved
On March 12, HARID received official notification that it has satisfied all the requirements for accreditation
by the Accrediting Commission for Community and Precollegiate Arts Schools (ACCPAS). The application
process began in 2019 when a self-study document was completed and submitted. HARID then hosted two
visiting evaluators who spent several days conducting interviews and observing classes before drafting a
report for the Commission. It is gratifying to know that this comprehensive evaluation process has been
successfully completed.

Cuban Dancer
Alexis Valdes Martinez graduated from HARID in May, 2019. He is
now dancing as an apprentice with San Francisco Ballet. During
the two years leading up to Alexis’ graduation, HARID was routinely
visited by a film crew that was producing a documentary about
Alexis’ ballet studies in Havana, Cuba, his emigration to South Florida,
and his subsequent enrollment at HARID. Long in the making, the
documentary, titled Cuban Dancer and directed by Roberto Salinas,
has been completed and is now being shown at various international
film festivals. In March, Cuban Dancer received its North American
premiere at the Miami Film Festival where it was awarded the Knight
Made in MIA Feature Film Award “for a feature film that has a substantial
portion of its content in South Florida, and that best utilizes its story
and theme for universal resonance.” In mid-April, Cuban Dancer was
shown at the San Francisco Film Festival.
Happily, HARID is prominently featured in the film.
You can view a trailer for Cuban Dancer at www.vimeo.com/512551561

Summer Intensive, June 21–July 23
Recruiting and planning for HARID’s upcoming Summer Intensive continues. This winter, rather than
conducting in-person auditions across the country, HARID encouraged students to submit video applications.
In addition, we reviewed students who participated in various ballet competitions that, because of the
pandemic, were conducted virtually or through video-recorded submissions.
Enrollment for this year’s Summer Intensive is being limited to forty students. A comprehensive safety plan
will be in place for the program. We are doing our utmost to create a safe environment in which the dancers
can study and benefit from our faculty’s expertise and our summer curriculum. At the end of the Summer
Intensive, we will invite the most promising students to enroll for the 2021–22 academic year.
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A Prix de Lausanne Prize Winner!
Shunhei Fuchiyama, a HARID senior, competed
in this year’s Prix de Lausanne. Because the
Conservatory was closed, Shunhei’s “home
teachers” in Japan, Massimo and Miwa Acri, helped
him prepare his materials for the competition.

HARID Mourns the Passing of Adjunct
Faculty Member, Neal Frederiksen

Like many other competitions, the prestigious
Prix de Lausanne international ballet competition
(normally held in Switzerland) was conducted via
video submissions this year. Pre-qualification took
place in the fall, and those chosen to compete in
January were invited to submit video recordings
of their classwork, a classical-ballet variation, and
a contemporary-dance solo. After reviewing each
competitor’s work, the judges first narrowed the
field to a group of finalists before selecting the
prize winners.
We were thrilled when Shunhei was named a
finalist. The following day, he was awarded Fifth
Prize. Everyone at HARID was, understandably,
elated and proud of his achievement. As a
result of his prize, Shunhei has been offered an
apprenticeship with the English National Ballet in
London. He will join the company in the fall.

Neal Frederiksen, HARID’s music-history instructor
since 2015, passed away unexpectedly on January 15.
Neal grew up in St. Louis, Missouri. He graduated
from Millikin University in Decatur, Illinois; then
completed a master’s degree at The New England
School of Music in Boston. He taught music history
and literature for many years and directed choruses
at St. Louis University High School and Ursuline
Academy-St. Louis, where he chaired the music
department. He was music director for eighteen
productions, including the Goldenrod Showboat
production of “Nunsense”—the longest running
musical production in St. Louis history. Neal’s
performing groups received numerous awards,
including being named “Best in Festival” at Midwest
music festivals. He performed in summer stock
musical theatre over many seasons and in more
than one-hundred productions. In addition, he sang
lead in a district-champion barbershop quartet,
“The Quadratic Equation.” He also wrote original
parodies and songs, some of which were recorded by
international-champion quartets.
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Her Talent and Potential Were Evident, Even Then
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Isabella Boylston began dancing at the age of three. In 2001,
she was awarded top prize at the Youth America Grand Prix
Final in New York City. She was then invited to enroll at The
HARID Conservatory on a full scholarship. Three years later, in
2005, Isabella graduated from HARID and was immediately
invited to join American Ballet Theatre’s Studio Company. She
was made an apprentice with the Company a year later, and
promoted to the corps de ballet not long thereafter. Isabella
was promoted to the rank of soloist in 2011 and made a
principal dancer of the Company just three years later.
Isabella is currently one of American Ballet Theatre’s most
notable stars. She has been featured in new productions by
leading choreographers including Alexei Ratmansky, Lauri
Stallings, Demis Volpi, and Christopher Wheeldon. She is a
past recipient of a Princess Grace Award and, in 2010, was
nominated for the Prix Benois de la Danse. She received the
Clive Barnes Award in 2011 and an Annenberg Fellowship
in 2014. Isabella has appeared as a guest artist with the
Isabella Boylston, Class of 2005
Mariinsky Ballet in St. Petersburg and the Royal Danish Ballet
in Copenhagen. Additionally, Isabella has become a “social-media influencer,” with more than 480,000
Instagram followers.
Recently, HARID “rescued” a VHS video recording of Isabella performing Dulcinea’s Variation from Don
Quixote during the school’s 2004 Winter Performances at the Olympic Heights Theater.
The recording was saved digitally and then uploaded to HARID’s YouTube channel. Isabella’s talent
and potential are clearly evident in this early video. You can enjoy her performance, and other HARID
performances, on our YouTube channel at www.youtube.com/c/haridedu1987.

Please Support our Dancers
HARID’s annual-fund campaign provides the financial assistance that many students
require in order to attend the school. While HARID remains the only tuition-free school
of its type in the country, fees must be charged for room and board. Now that we have
begun welcoming students back to the campus, we must be ready to support them
financially. Considering the challenges so many families have had to endure during
the pandemic, your support is, perhaps, even more important at this time. Please help
replenish our financial-aid fund so we can ensure that all the students will be able to
resume their studies with us. Your gift will be greatly valued and much appreciated.

We hope you have enjoyed reading HARID’s Spring Newsletter. The next issue will be published in the Fall.

